GREENUP - RECYCLING POLYESTER AND LEATHER TANNING PROCESS FOR AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLABLE UPHOLSTERY

GREENUP

The GREENUP project aims at the production and marked implementation of eco-friendly upholstery products of leather and textile materials for immediate application in seating: public furniture, commercial and private office furniture, automotive and other means of transport. This approach will minimise the disposal of processed materials and will contribute to the setting of recycling strategies and integration of recycled waste from the processes involved in the manufacture of upholstery goods. This project offers a new solution for designing new recycling processes for the production of 100% recycled upholstery products. The recycled materials come from the waste generated during different production steps and imply a reduction of textile and leather waste materials. The fully recyclable upholstered seats for furniture seating and transport sector will be possible due to the following three key technologies will be joined: Improvement of leather tanning process, production of recycled polyester yarn and recycled 3D fabrics.

Benefits

The project contributes to the active integration of recycled products in the industry and the production and marked implementation of eco-friendly upholstery products.

Results

- Semi-industrial validation of a new efficient tanning process for upholstery products (reduction of waste generation/decrease in manufacturing cost). New leather cutting method
- Semi-industrial validation of recycling polyester waste and production of polymer chip (reduction of waste generation/decrease in manufacturing cost). Manufacture 100% recycled PET yarn for textile applications. 3D fabrics design and manufacture for replacing the seat foam.
- First development of a new cutting method to integrate the new leather product in conventional cutting process
- Environmental and technical benchmarking for leather and recycled yarn. Assessment of compatible adhesives for joining leather and 3D fabric while being easily reversible for subsequent recycling of the upholstery.
Partners and coordinator

| LEITAT, LEITAT Technological Centre [1] | Spain |
| AIICA, Association of Research in the Tanning and Attached Industries [2] | Spain |
| ANTEX, ANGLES TEXTIL, S.A. [3] | Spain |
| ECIMA, E.CIMA S.A.U. [4] | Spain |
| TECHNISIT, SAS Société Industrielle Thiers [5] | France |

Contact

LEITAT, LEITAT Technological Centre
218 PASSEIG 22 DE JULIOL
08221 TERRASSA Cataluña
Spain

Contact point

Name: Ms Gemma Avellaneda
E-mail: gavellaneda@leitat.org
Tel: +34 93 788 23 00

Budget

Overall budget: 946.807,00 € (EU contribution: 50,00 %)
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In brief

Sector: Greening Business

Duration: 01/12/2010 to 01/11/2013

Contract number: ECO/09/256111
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Related projects

- **[ERUTAN]** [7] A bio-based floor covering with ERUTAN inside
- **[RECYCLITE]** [8] Commercialisation of lightweight, scratch resistant, 60% recycled PP...
- **[EUCERTPLAST]** [9] European Certification of Plastics Recyclers
- **[BLUEVEYOR]** [10] First Market Introduction of the Eco-friendly, resource efficient, energy...
- **[GREENBOTTLE]** [12] GREENBOTTLE - A NOVEL GREEN MILK BOTTLE
- **[HI-REACH]** [13] HI-REACH - HIGHLY RECYCLABLE INTEGRATED ALUMINIUM CHASSIS COMPOUNDS AND...
- **[FIBER COMPOSITE]** [14] Introduction of a biofibre composite to the European funeral industry
- **[MARE]** [15] Market Promotion and Development of Eco-Processes for Waste Oils and...
- **[PV-MOREDE]** [16] Photovoltaic panels Mobile Recycling Device
- **[NAHCO3]** [17] Producing sodium bicarbonate using carbon dioxide captured from the flue...
- **[RUCONBAR]** [18] Rubberised Concrete Noise Barriers
- **[TILEATHER]** [19] TILEATHER - ECOFRIENDLY LEATHER TANNED WITH TITANIUM
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